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https://emojis.wiki/pouting-face/


Why Cryptocurrency?
The crypto market has disrupted global finance, trade, and many more industries with

unique capabilities to solve complex economic and social issues utilizing smart 

contracts and unique currency features (often called tokenomics).

The $KIMJ Token is a utility token for KimJongMoon, and a promising ecosystem of 

entertainment capabilities, financial tools, and wealth generation for our investors.



Innovative Identity 
Use Cases

Kimy’s identity will be an asset 

on several businesses : 

- Uncle Kimy’s NFTS

- Uncle Kimy’s Mini games

- Uncle Kimy’s Merch

10% fees on each trade is 

going to be taxed and 

distributed as follows : 

- 5% will feed the liquidity 

pool

- 5% will remunerate all 

KimJungMoon holders

Solid Mechanisms

Our Great Leader's Mission
Uncle Kimy’s token not only has limitless meme token possibilities (probably the most 

marketable token you could ask for) but also implements :



Unique - Fun - Deflationary

We discuss every decision with our 

community before doing anything

(Eg. Our current members chose a 

fair release in a poll)

Community-Driven 
& Fair Launch  

Automatically generate 

liquidity towards 

PancakeSwap's pool from 

every transaction (5%). 

Auto-Liquidity 
Pool

Every transaction (buy and 

sell) rewards holders 5% 

according to their stake!

Earn $KIMJ
by Holding $KIMJ



Investor Benefits

Safety

100% of LP tokens burnt 

(auditable on BscScan)

Transaction Fees

10 % fees on all transactions 

split between holders and 

liquidity pool

- Max allowed purchase per transaction capped to 

500 Billion (0.05% of total supply)

- $KIMJ will start with 10 BNB in liquidity so no 

whales will be present

- The transaction limit gets increased as more coins 

get purchased to avoid early pump and dumps

Uncle Kim Hates Whales!



10 % fees on all transactions split between holders and liquidity pool

Allocating 5% fees on transaction to supply liquidity

Avoiding whales by capping the max purchase to 5 Trillion

The Code
of Wealth 



$KIMJ Tokenonomics

Total supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000 Price: $0,00000000001



Roadmap
● Build website and finish white paper

● Social media setup

● Marketing strategy

● Build Uncle Kimy’s Rocket

● $KIMJ fair launch, available on 

PancakeSwap

● BSCscan listing

● Coin audit (NightWatch, Techrate Audit)

● Coinmarketcap / CoinGecko listing

● Meme competitions

● Recruitment process opening

● Influencer marketing

● Exchange listing

● New website 

● Merch store

● Website translations to multiple languages and new features

● KIMJ mini-games and cartoons

● Ecosystem partnerships

● Launch KimJongMoon NFT marketplace

Q1

Q2

Q4 Coming soon!

Q3



Token Burn

burned at each of the 

milestones described

50% 
of the total supply

Tokens are going to be burned at each one of these milestones

Kimy's GENERALS  -    1000 holders  - 100 Trillion  Tokens burnt (10% of total supply)

Kimy's COLONELS  -    2000 holders  - 100 Trillion  Tokens burnt (10% of total supply)

Kimy's SERGEANTS -    3000 holders  - 100 Trillion  Tokens burnt (10% of total supply)

Kimy's CAPORALS  -    4000 holders - 100 Trillion  Tokens burnt (10% of total supply)

Kimy's SOLDIERS  -    5000 holders - 100 Trillion  Tokens burnt (10% of total supply)



Our Team

Core Team

Following a background in M&A and 
venture capital, Adam is bringing 
innovative financial concepts to the 
cryptocurrency world.

Adam

Core Team

Luc

Marketing specialist, Luc worked for 
huge companies. He left all behind to 

focus exclusively on the Kim Jong 
Moon development

Blockchain Expert

Simon

Also Blockchain dev for one of the 
top 500 Crypto Currency, Simon is 
one of the best specialist in 
Blockchain development and has a 
massive background

Marketing Guru

Cesar

Latest addition to the team. Over 12 
years of experience providing 

marketing for multi-million dollar IT 
clients from all over the world. 



Link & Resources

Coming Soon!

INVEST SMART - DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH!

https://t.me/joinchat/liwqHkdQt2k3NGFk

https://discord.com/invite/9WC6EaSusA

https://twitter.com/KimJongmooncoin

kimjongmoon.net


